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Objectives
Ipsos MORI are conducting a year long research exercise into how people talk about
science. Using our social media tracking programme we are able to see who is talking
about science online, what they are talking about, and when. In essence –

what makes science ‘sticky’?
September – December (Q4) objectives:
•To continue to examine the mechanics by which
particular stories spread over social networks
•Search subjects – animal testing and climate change
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Method
Using our in-house social media platform we
are able to measure internet traffic volumes
on different subjects across a range of online
sources, including Twitter, forums, blogs,
news sites, etc.

Over this period we searched for mentions
relating to the release of the IPCC 5th report
on climate change and animal research
Our search terms:
•(("Climate change" OR "Global warming")
NEAR/10 (scien* OR expert* OR tests)) AND
("IPCC" OR "International Panel on Climate
Change" OR "fifth")
•"animal test" OR "animal testing" OR "animal
research" OR "research on animals" OR
"tests on animals*" OR "testing on animals"
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Headline findings
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Climate change and animal research – UK internet
traffic
Climate change
Animal research
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Of the science stories examined over the year, the horsemeat
story provoked the most conversations…
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The climate change story had a stronger news element
than animal testing
Climate change

Animal testing
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Climate change and the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC)
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Climate change: one peak in conversation
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27th September – the IPCC report release date
More Twitter traffic, but still predominantly news reporting
The Guardian
Newspaper

British Medical Journal

41%
European
Commissioner for
Climate Action

51%

Many Tweets simply noted the report release
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Scientific debate in forums – who is talking?
Debates on the existence of man-made climate change featured across
many forums – they are one of the favourite “off-topic” subjects
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Scientific debate in forums – what are they saying?
Outside scientific forums the debate on climate change is polarised,
reflecting broader public debate – there are no shades of grey
Supporters of the mainstream science position on climate change cite
the IPCC and its near-unanimity over man-made climate change.
The focus was split between those who defended the scientific
approach of the IPCC, and those who questioned the scientific
credentials of the critics
Some argued for the
IPCC’s findings using
scientific arguments
Others argued by questioning critics’ credentials: unscientific, biased
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Scientific debate in forums – what are they saying?
A dominant argument amongst those who question the mainstream science
position on climate change is that the IPCC and scientific community are
politicised and this influences their findings – those lone voices outside
this “consensus” should be trusted more. Typically criticism is based on
distrust of the source and science-based arguments are less used
Distrust of the
IPCC/UN influencing
the validity of the
research

Suspicion of a
broader conspiracy
is more important
than scientific
arguments
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Climate change debate – what matters?
For both sides the provenance of scientists matters as much as what the
science says – who they work for, what they’ve studied, and what their
political leanings are contextualise all findings
Although both sides use science to reinforce arguments, neither fully
distinguished between verified scientific research and less reputable sources
Those who agree with the IPCC are
more likely to use scientific
sources, but only those that
reinforce their opinions
Those who disagree used
scientific sources less often,
and also only used those that
supported their position
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Climate change and personal insult in forums – an
argument rather than a debate
Often discussions of climate change took the form of arguments rather
than debates. “Trolling”, or saying something controversial designed to
insult, frequently occurred on these forums

Forums have ‘regulars’, so often the people debating know each other
already, which usually makes the argument more ad hominem
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Animal research
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Animal research – continuous discussion with small
peaks
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A number of types of conversation around animal
testing – general public
Medium:
Twitter

Average mentions per day (over
monitoring period)

64

News websites

7

Forums

4

Blogs

2

Twitter traffic was the
largest source of animal
testing conversations over
the monitoring period

Many conversations were unprompted
from the general public:
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A number of types of conversation around animal
testing – advocacy groups
Reports from anti-testing organisations
on campaigns and direct action were
another major source

Anti testing organisations such as PETA and
BUAV were amongst the most mentioned
sources
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A number of types of conversation around animal testing
– “naming and shaming” firms
Some firms – such as L’Oreal – were defending themselves on Twitter.
Others actively advertised their anti-testing credentials

L’Oreal reached out to
Twitter critics to provide
them with information on
their animal testing stance

The cosmetics firm Lush organised a
demonstration to highlight its non-testing
credentials

Many other questions and statements:
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The higher conversation peaks: not only a spike in
news coverage, but a spike in Twitter conversations
10th December – a highly
critical report is published on
animal testing at Imperial
College
Pushing animal testing further into
mainstream conversation provoked
increased levels of existing conversations,
and new conversations too

Higher levels of companies offering
reassurance on their stance to
customers
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Twitter traffic on animal testing is strongly anti-testing, often
violently so: this topic arouses strong emotions in some
Organisations such as PETA and BUAV tweet predominantly about animal
testing; and many on Twitter share their aversion to it
Most frequently tweeted links – all anti testing:
This humorous tweet was an exception

The anger over the subject
is best exemplified by this
tweet from EDL founder
Tommy Robinson, which
was retweeted 135 times
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Climate change and animal
research
Science, morality and conspiracy
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Very different online conversation levels
Climate change
Animal research
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Both topics provoked scientific conversations, but other
types of conversation were more prevalent
Twitter conversation on
animal testing often
focussed on the moral need
to stop it

Climate change Twitter
conversation was more
science-based, but often
focussed on the IPCC
scientists themselves rather
than the science
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Word clouds are a representation of the frequency with which particular terms
are present in the data
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Different types of argument
Animal research conversations had less of a “debate” element to them
– typically conversations were entirely against testing.
The level of scientific conversation was also lower – the focus was
normally on the ethics or morality of animal research
News coverage and Twitter conversations around climate change were
similarly one sided, but on forums and blogs there was a great deal of
debate for and against.
This debate was often based in science, with data and articles used to
defend individual views. But other factors – particularly political
considerations – were given at least equal weight in the argument
The debate over climate change was closer to a public discussion of science.
But few people appeared to change their minds – scientific arguments were
used to back up pre-set ideas and attitudes
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Please contact us with any questions:
Nick.Pettigrew@ipsos.com 020 7347 3265
Sarah.Pope@ipsos.com 020 7347 3981
Michael.Clemence@ipsos.com 020 7347 3484
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